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ABSTRACT
The project “Impact study of the Sevadal System at Sri Sathya Sai Institute of
Higher Medical Sciences, Whitefield, Bengaluru” was carried out in 5 phases
namely the Conception & Initialization phase, Definition and Planning phase,
Execution phase, Performance & Control phase and Project Closure phase. The
methodology of conceptualization and execution of this project centered around
interaction with various stakeholders of the hospital set up such as the Sevadals,
Hospital Staff and concerned Office Bearers of the Sri Sathya Sai Seva
Organization through google forms and individual interaction. The interaction
covered aspects related to the quality of existing amenities at the hospital, training
adequacies, communication at the hospital, Sevadal experience at the hospital, role
of the hospital in aiding the individual growth of the Sevadal and areas of
improvement.

The responses to the survey were then compiled and analyzed in detail to identify
the positive impacts of the Sevadal activity and also the areas of improvement and
recommendations were put forth. Some of the key recommendations among others
included Seva as a family Sadhana, better information dissemination regarding the
Seva Roster, creation of SAI Task force to make good the shortage of Sevadals,
conducting Sadhana Saptaha for Sevadals during their Seva duration, more
intensive training to Sevadals at the district level as well as at the hospital covering
aspects of language, communication, body language etc. on the lines of Swami’
teachings, a day care facility at the hospital with Bal Vikas integrated with it to
facilitate Sevadals having small children with willingness to offer Seva,
preparation and distribution of pocket sized map of the entire facility for the
benefit of new comers etc.
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1.1

Project Summary

Sri Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Medical Sciences, Whitefield is a temple of
healing gifted to the society by our most beloved Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba.
The uniqueness of the set-up is the robust Sevadal system which acts as the support
system for the Hospital wherein Sevadals from all over the state of Karnataka carry
out the day to day activities of the hospital by offering Seva at the hospital.
Therefore this project “Impact study on the Sevadal System at Sri Sathya Sai
Institute of Higher Medical Sciences, Whitefield, Bengaluru” was conceptualized
in the month of August 2020, with the intent to understand the nuances of the
Sevadal System, capture Sevadal experiences at the hospital and also come up with
recommendations to further improve and strengthen the Sevadal System.
Interactions with more than 120 stakeholders including Sevadals, hospital staff and
office bearers were carried out to get a feedback and suggestive improvements at
the hospital from a Sevadal point of view. The findings were compiled and
recommendations from the respondents were analyzed in detail and filtered to
come up with most feasible solutions which would benefit the hospital as well as
the organization going ahead.
This report gives a detailed account of the process followed and the suggested
recommendations which the hospital and the organization as a whole can take up at
their discretion.
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CHAPTER 2 – OBJECTIVES
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2.1 Objectives of the project
1. Understand the overall functioning of the Sevadal System
2. Understand the inter-relationships of Sevadal activity with key stakeholders
such as that between Sevadal-Family, Sevadal-Hospital staff, SevadalPatient, Sevadal-Society at large, Sevadal- Satya Sai Seva Organization.
3. Identify the impacts of the Sevadal System on the Hospital and impact the
hospital Seva has on the Sevadal in the journey of inner transformation of
the Sevadal.
4. Identify key interventions to improve the Sevadal experience and further
strengthen the Sevadal process.
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3.1 Scope of the Project
1. Primary Survey of Sevadals from Bangalore as well as other districts of
Karnataka, Hospital Staff including Doctors, Nurses and Co-ordinators,
Office Bearers of the Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organization such as Seva Coordinators, District Presidents to understand the entire Hospital Seva Process
through interaction with the stakeholders directly and also through google
forms.
2. Detailed Analysis of feedback from various stakeholders from the point of
view of Sevadal experience at the Hospital and analyse the feasibility of
suggested recommendations
3. Formulation of problem statements and final Recommendations including
way forward to further improve and strengthen the Sevadal System at the
SSSIHMS.
Note: Due to the prevalent pandemic conditions, physical visits to the hospital was restricted,
therefore first-hand account of the Seva Process including duty delegation, the actual
Sevadal activity, challenges etc. could not be gathered. Therefore, a secondary interactive
approach was followed.
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4.1

Roles and Responsibilities of Team members

Table 1: Roles and Responsibilities of Team Members

Roles and Responsibilities of team members
“Impact study of the Sevadal System at Sri Sathya Sai Institute of Higher
Medical Sciences, Whitefield, Bengaluru”
Project Leader: Sri. Kush Bharadwaj
1. Providing inputs and guidance regarding the scope and methodology of the
project
2. Periodic review of the progress of the project
3. Enabling co-ordination with various office bearers
Project Team
Akshay Kulkarni
Praveen Bhatt
Sanjay Kini
1. Assistance to the team 1. Assistance to the team 1. Assistance to the team
in
framing
the
in
framing
the
in
framing
the
feedback
feedback
feedback
questionnaire
for
questionnaire
for
questionnaire
for
Hospital Sevadals
Hospital
Staff
relevant
Office
including hospital CoBearers of the SSSSO
ordinators,
Doctors
2. Interaction
with
and nurses
2. Interaction
with
Sevadals of districts
Sevadals of districts
allotted to him.
2. Interaction
with
allotted to him
3. Interaction with office
Sevadals of districts
bearers
allotted to him
3. Interaction
with
Alumni
Hospital
3. Interaction with office
Sevadals
4. Compilation
of
bearers and hospital
feedback
responses
Co-ordinators
4. Compilation
of
for those stakeholders
feedback
responses
with
whom
the
4. Compilation
of
for those stakeholders
interaction was done.
feedback
responses
with
whom
the
for those stakeholders
interaction was done. 5. Analysis
of
the
with
whom
the
feedback
responses
interaction was done. 5. Analysis
of
the
and
likely
feedback
responses
recommendations.
5. Analysis
of
the
and
likely
feedback
responses
recommendations.
6. Assistance to the team
and
likely
in compilation of the
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recommendations

6. Assistance to the team
report
in compilation of the
6. Assistance to the team
report
in compilation of the
report
Support personnel: Brother Sai Shyam and Brother Aditya Sohoni
1.Assistance to the team in carrying out interactions with district Sevadals.
2. Assistance in compilation of feedback responses.
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CHAPTER 5 – PROJECT FLOW
(Phase-Wise Details, Using Project
Checklist Pointers Provided Earlier)
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5.1

Project Components and the flow

• Conception & Initiation
Phase 1

• Definition & Planning
Phase 2

Phase 3 &
Phase 4

• Launch/Execution & Performance/Control

• Project Closure & Evaluation
Phase 5

Figure 1: Overall Project Flow Diagram

Phase 1: Conception & Initiation
The objective of this project is to study the Impact of Seva/Services rendered by
Sevadals in the Sri Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Medical Sciences (Bangalore)
and also to track the Impact of Hospital Service on the Sevadals in their
Personal, Professional & Spiritual growth and come up with recommendations
to further improve the Sevadals process and facilities for Sevadals at the
hospital.
• Based on the inputs received from various stakeholders and office bearers, we
envisaged to conduct this study by:
1. Preparing a Questionnaire for collecting responses from Sevadals,
Office Bearers & Hospital Staff.
2020 @Copyright SSSSO All Rights Reserved
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2. Interaction with Selected Sevadals of different age groups across
Karnataka.
3. Interaction with Sevadals Co-ordinators & State Office Bearers for
insights regarding the entire Sevadal/Service process.
4. Interactions with the Hospital Staff to understand the expectation of
Hospital Staff from Sevadals and their contributions.
5. Compiling & Analyzing the Feedback responses.
6. Deliberating on the recommendations as suggested in the feedback
responses and suggesting the way forward.
• This project was initiated and conceptualized after consultation with the
State Office Bearers, SSSNLP National Co-ordinator and the work was divided
accordingly:
Phase 2: Definition & Planning:
• The project activities were listed down and the schedule of completion was
planned using Gantt chart and the same was presented to the National Team
along with the responsibility allocation framework. Their feedback was
sought and the observations were incorporated accordingly.
Figure 2: Phase 2: Definition and Planning

Definition & Planning
Protect
Activities

2020 @Copyright SSSSO All Rights Reserved
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Tracking
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Phase 2: (Definition & Planning)
Project Activity
1) Interaction
with
Project
Director and Project Guide.
2) Defining the scope, approach
and methodology of the
project.
3) Procuring the list of Sevadals
from coordinators and other
relevant office Bearers.
4) Preparation
of
the
Questionnaire
5) Interaction with Sevadals

Output
Status

Task Allocation

Timeline

Completed

Joint Activity

12 Days

Completed

Joint Activity

12 Days

Completed

Individual Data
Collection

30 Days

Completed

Joint Activity

10 Days

Interaction with the
allotted number of
Sevadals and office
bearers by each team
member

30 Days

Completed

6) Interaction with Service Coordinators, hospital staff and
office
bearers
including Completed
District Presidents and District
Service Co-ordinators

Table 2: Phase 2- Definition and Planning Stage

• A few interactive sessions with the Project Directors & Project Guides were
conducted virtually and suggestions, ideas and way ahead were gathered.
Also the Project Scope, Approach and methodology were projected and
discussed with the Project Director & Project Guides.
• A Hospital Sevadal list was procured from District Presidents. Interaction
was conducted with Sevadals, Service Co-ordinators, Office Bearers &
Hospital Staff and the feedback was documented.
• All the above mentioned activities/tasks were accomplished within the set
time frame and regular discussions regarding the project activities, task
status were periodically conducted
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Phase 3&4: Launch/Execution & Performance/Control
• In this phase the responses collected from the respondents were categorized
by the team members into Gents Sevadals and Mahila Sevadals, Bangalore
and those from other districts of Karnataka.
• All the responses were analyzed and key recommendations regarding the
Hospital Seva Processes; Seva Experiences & Impacts were collected and
discussed with the Project Guide and Project Director.
Table 3: Phase 3 & 4- Execution and Performance

Phase 3 & 4: Execution & Performance
Project Activity
1) Classifying the feedback into
pre-agreed categories such as
feedback into Gents Sevadals
and Mahila Sevadals,
Bangalore and those from
districts etc.
2) Detailed study of the survey
results and listing of all
observations
3) Analyzing the impacts under
the ambit of VyastiSamashti- Parameshti
concept, Key
recommendations suggested
by the respondents regarding
the Seva process
4) Interaction with Project Guide
and Project Director or any
relevant office bearers thereof
on the
feedback/recommendations
received and the way forward.

Output Status

Task Allocation

Timeline

Joint Activity
Completed

•

Classifying feedback
responses on the
surveys done by the
team Member.

•

Listing
of
observations made
from
individual
surveys and helping
compiling the same.

Completed

Completed
•

Completed

2020 @Copyright SSSSO All Rights Reserved
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Phase 5: Project Closure & Evaluation
• All the recommendations received during the survey were listed, screened and
discussed internally with the project team member
• Problem statements were formulated based on the interactions and feasible
recommendations were discussed to overcome these challenges.
Table 4: Phase 5- Project Closure and Evaluation

Phase 5: Project Closure & Evaluation
Project Activity
1) Listing
of
all
recommendations based
on the survey results,
interaction with project
guide
and
internal
discussion of project
group members.
2) First level Screening of
Recommendations.
3) Base level feasibility
analysis of implementing
suggested
recommendations
through
internal
discussion
and
discussion with Project
guide
and
Project
Director.
4) Selection
of
final
recommendations to be
suggested as a part of the
report.
5) Preparation of Draft
Report
for
internal
discussion
6) Preparation
and
Submission of final
report.

Output
Status

Completed

Task Allocation
Individual
Data
Collection
•
Listing
of
recommendations made
from individual surveys
and helping in compiling
the same.

Timeline

7 days

Completed

Joint activity

14 Days

Completed

Individual Data Collection
•
Base
level
feasibility
(Benefit)
analysis for the allotted
recommendations.

14 Days

Completed
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CHAPTER 6 –
RESOURCES AND TOOLS USED
(Finance, Manpower, Hardware,
Software, Technology, Etc.)
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5.2

Resources and Tools used

Google forms and Microsoft Office tools were extensively used in the course of the
project. Google forms were used to generate the questionnaire for receiving
feedback from Hospital Sevadals, Office Bearers and Hospital Staff. Insights from
Google Forms including the excel output were also used to analyze the survey
responses in detail.
Microsoft Office tools such as Microsoft Excel was used to create Gantt Chart for
the purpose of tracking the project progress and also all survey responses were
analyzed in Excel using the Pivot feature. Microsoft PowerPoint was used for
periodical presentation of project progress as well as presentation of information to
relevant stakeholders.
Figure 3: Sevadal Feedback Cover Page
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Figure 4: Gantt Chart for Scheduling of Project Activities and Project Tracking
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CHAPTER 7 – PROJECT
FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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7.1

Findings & Recommendations

Interaction was carried out with more than 120 stakeholders comprising of about
70 Sevadals and the remaining 50 including hospital staff and office bearers. The
findings from the survey were analyzed in detail and deliberated. The areas of
improvements as regards to the amenities for Sevadals at the hospital and the
overall Sevadal process were also analyzed and recommendations have been put
forth as follows:
Table 5: Problem Statement and Recommendations

Sl No

Problem Statement

Recommendations

a) Working professionals
have a lot of office workload
and there is difficulty in
getting leaves, so they find it
challenging to render Seva
even if they are interested

a) An option to offer Seva for once in a
whole year (Pre-set Dates) so that taking
leave from work is also pre-planned

b) Bengaluru Sevadals have an option to
come for 2 to 3 days. We may think of
having the similar approach for Sevadals
b) Youth are not participating from other districts of Karnataka
in desirable numbers for
especially working professionals to
hospital Seva.
encourage them to render Seva for 2 to 3
days based on the convenience.
1
c) Roaster should be made available for
everyone to plan well in advance. It
should be circulated through various
channels of communication and should
be ensured that it reaches all the
Devotees in the District.
d) An opportunity to do Seva during
vacation time especially for students
could be given.
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Sl No

Problem Statement

There is less Participation of
Sevadals during Harvest
season & Festivals

Recommendations

a. Family Sadhana- Wherein Family
comes together and does Seva. Such a
practise will encourage more
participation.
b. Special Prasadam/ opportunity could
be thought of for Sevadals participating
in Seva during Festival occasions
c. Seva Roaster to include atleast one
turn per district in the Non-Harvest
season.

2

d. Create a Master Sevadal Database at
State level and District level to
communicate regularly regarding the
Seva opportunities. Technology can be
leveraged to send broadcast messages
(Ex: using WhatsApp)
e. Separate Task Force of Dedicated
Sevadals (state-wide and local) can be
made to tackle any kind of shortages.
This task could be:
i) A group of 50-75 dedicated Sevadals,
preferably Youth, who can come and
render Seva at a Short notice from their
Districts. This could be a State wide
group.
ii) Separate Bengaluru based SAI Task
force group for dealing with shortages at
short notice.
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Sl No

Problem Statement

There is less Participation of
Sevadals during Harvest
season & Festivals

Recommendations

a. Family Sadhana- Wherein Family
comes together and does Seva. Such a
practise will encourage more
participation.
b. Special Prasadam/ opportunity could
be thought of for Sevadals participating
in Seva during Festival occasions
c. Seva Roaster to include atleast one
turn per district in the Non-Harvest
season.

2

d. Create a Master Sevadal Database at
State level and District level to
communicate regularly regarding the
Seva opportunities. Technology can be
leveraged to send broadcast messages
(Ex: using WhatsApp)
e. Separate Task Force of Dedicated
Sevadals (state-wide and local) can be
made to tackle any kind of shortages.
This task could be:
a) A group of 50-75 dedicated Sevadals,
preferably Youth, who can come and
render Seva at a Short notice from their
Districts. This could be a State wide
group.
b) Separate Bengaluru based SAI Task
force group for dealing with shortages at
short notice.
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Sl No

3

Problem Statement

Recommendations

Nearly 30% of the
respondents replied that they
are unaware of the Hospital
Training Videos and 40%
replied that they have not
seen the training videos

More active sharing of the link to the
view these videos/ share the video in all
district WhatsApp groups and request all
office bearers to ensure that they
periodically share these videos in all
Samithi/ Bhajan Mandali groups of their
respective districts
1] Atleast 2 rounds of Training for all
Sevadals
a) At the respective districts before
starting to the hospital for Seva to
sensitize them with respect to the
conduct expected of them and prepare
them for the challenges

a)Group Leaders and Staff
members find few Sevadals
difficult to manage because
of improper attitude and
behaviour.

4

b) Leaders at times lose their
cool and shout at Sevadals
for any mistakes that occur

b) Training to the Sevadals one day
prior to the commencement of Seva

c) The Sevadal sometimes
face challenges while doing
Seva as they are not familiar
with the tasks allocated to
them

2] It is recommended to have a roles and
responsibility charter for every duty
point both in English and Kannada to be
handed out to the Sevadals for their
reference.

d)Coordinating with the
patients is sometimes
challenging because of the
improper behaviour they
display

3] The Sevadal training curriculum may
include the following modules but not
limited to:

a)A separate training Program on Man
Management could be introduced to
e)Sevadals lose their patience Office Bearers and Group Leaders, so
with Patients and Attenders. that they know the art of getting work
At times they also have
done from Sevadals with Love.
language barriers.
b) Sensitization on how to communicate
appropriately with Sevadals,
verbally/Social media to be part of such
training programs.
2020 @Copyright SSSSO All Rights Reserved
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Sl No

Problem Statement

Recommendations

c) Language training, focussed on
minimum conversations required in the
hospital to overcome the challenges of
language barrier at the hospital given the
multi-lingual crowd coming in at the
hospital. Devotees with language
expertise or having a profession in the
same can be requested to facilitate such
sessions as a Seva from them.
d) Communication Skills & Training in
work prioritization
e) Training in hygiene steps and
techniques, basic life support means to
handle blood products and specimens
including significance of each task and
feedback, basic infection prevention.
f) Training them in specific clinical
areas like Casualty and Critical care
areas in at least CPR, and calling Code
Blue.

General quality of food at
Sevadal canteen is not upto
the mark
5

4] In addition to this, quarterly Sevadal
Training at respective district level is
recommended.
a) Continuous monitoring of the quality
of food being served. The food served
should be staple and right amount of
spice should be used.
b) Add more vegetables, fruits and
salads to the menu.
c) A small tuck shop on chargeable basis
(nominal charges) with fruits, snacks,
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Sl No

Problem Statement

Recommendations

water bottles, juice etc. for the benefit
of people who are not comfortable
having at the Canteen.

6

7

8

9

10

d) Cooks can be brought along with
district Sevadals to facilitate the
preparation of a few native food items.
General Hygiene of Toilets is It is recommended that the District
not upto the mark and needs Service leader assigns the Seva of
constant monitoring and
maintaining the toilets during the
maintenance.
district's turn to the respective district
Sevadals by turn.
Some of the nurses under
a) Periodic training and sensitization
training, cleaning staff etc.
seminars for hospital staff
treat Sevadal in an improper b) Reward mechanism (Non-monetary)
fashion which is extremely
for staff regarding whom a positive
discouraging.
feedback/good word has been put in
a) Understanding the
a) Tour of the hospital one day prior to
Geographical area of the
commencement of Seva
hospital especially for new
b) A pocket sized printed and laminated
comers and them returning to map to be given to all Sevadals as a
the allotted duty points and
ready reckoner containing the entire
strategic locations within the layout of the Hospital with all duty
hospital is a challenge
points and strategic locations marked.
It is noticed that, regularly
a)Sevadal at the gates should be given
agents come with patients by relevant training for handling such
demanding money from
scenarios and there should be a proper
them, agents also bring dead check mechanism at the gates with an
bodies and fight at the
established Standard Operating
hospital
Procedure (SOP).

Commutation is a challenge
coming from various parts of
Bengaluru to the hospital
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b)Collaborating with Prashanti Security
Coordinators( State and National) and
seeking their advice/ help in tackling
such issues.
A car pool system or any comfortable
mass transport system for Bengaluru
Sevadals could be thought of. from
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Sl No

Problem Statement

Recommendations

strategic locations within the respective
districts.
Sevadals find it a challenge
to attend Seva because there
are Small Kids at home

Having a day care facility at the hospital
with Bal Vikas integrated with it and
also a separate canteen/mess for the
small children could be thought of
The Day care facility may have the
following features but not limited to:
a) Engaging Sevadals/Devotees with
experience of running day care and also
engaging Bal Vikas Gurus for
conducting Bal Vikas Classes.
b) Display of Chinna Katha Pictorial
Videos/Books.
c) Provision of toys, moral story books,
craft items
d) Nominal charges could be levied so
as to cover basic expenditures of food,
etc. and also to keep a check on the
number of children availing the facility

11

7.2
Sl
No

Other Recommendations
Other Recommendations

1

Elderly Sevadals should be given opportunities to share their personal
experiences, transformation stories about service in their respective
Samithis and also during the Seva Tenure.

2

Aumkaram, Suprabhatam, Bhajans, Veda Chanting can be conducted on
daily basis at Hanuman Mandir premises/ Dhanvantri Statue.
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Sl
No

Other Recommendations

3

The Hanuman temple has limited capacity (about 20 people at a time)
making it very difficult especially during rain. It can be thought to make
necessary arrangements to increase the seating capacity.

4

The footwear stand could be covered to maintain hygiene and protection.

5

Exclusive ID cards for Hospital Sevadal should be disbursed so that
unsolicited people do not enter and adequate screening is carried out.

6

Periodical appreciation of Sevadal in the form of certificates (nonmonetary) will help boost the interest level of Sevadals.

7

Sevadals need to be sensitized about COVID, precautions and preventions
through regular workshops and counselling sessions.

8

Typically, Mondays are busy days in the hospital and Sevadal change also
happens on Mondays. With new people, it is likely to take longer time to
accomplish the work - if feasible, handing over of Sevadal charge could
happen on a Wednesday or Thursday.

9

Basic information including profession, hobbies, specific skills of Sevadals
could be gathered at Samithi/ District level, to facilitate the group leaders
to leverage the same during Seva.

10

The amount of work allotted at the Duty points like Laundry, Dietary and
Canteens is more physically demanding. Hence, Sevadal numbers need to
be increased at such duty points.

11

The menu in the public canteen can be tweaked to suit the requirement of
patients and attenders coming from various other states of India.

12

It is recommended to avail the services of retired Govt Employees to be a
part of the Public Relations (PR) team in order to carry out PR-related
activities of the hospital.

13

Alumni of Sri Sathya Sai Educational Institutions and Sri Sathya Sai Bal
Vikas students to be given separate slots for Duty

14

Partnering with the Corporates to execute their CSR programmes in
collaboration with the Hospital.
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Sl
No

Other Recommendations

15

Encouraging students to render the Seva as a part of their NSS/ Scouts &
Guides program.

16

Sadhana Sapthaha could be integrated along with Seva, so that Sevadals
can be engaged in Swadhyaya of the literature and Namasmarana

17

Plan for Narayana Seva to all the Attenders (Based on Kidwai and KC
General Hospital Models )
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CHAPTER 8 – LESSONS LEARNT
(Success & Failure Stories)
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8.1

Collective learning

The project enabled us to understand team dynamics and the means to
work towards a common goal despite individual challenges. Each of the
team member of this project is a working professional some of whom
are office bearers in the Sri Sathya Sai Organization. Balancing
professional commitments, organizational commitments and ensuring
submission of project deliverables on time was a great learning
experience. The project provided us an opportunity to learn the nuances
of time management first-hand. The project also provided us an
opportunity to interact with senior office bearers and hospital staff who
have been personally blessed by Bhagawan and it was an enriching
experience to all of us to listen to them and try to bring their experiences
into the project methodology. The project served as a virtual workshop
to apply the learnings from the SSSNLP sessions and derive valuable
experiences.

8.2

Individual learning (Self Transformation)

The key aspect of the project was the interaction with the Sevadals. The
individual interaction which we had especially with senior Sevadals was
a motivating experience especially listening to their personal
experiences at the Hospital. The experiences shared by the Sevadals
included how Swami touched their lives and improved their quality of
life. We learnt the role Seva has, on the individual transformation of
Sevadals through these interactions. Few direct commandments of
Swami were also passed onto us during our interaction covering aspects
such as dedication & devotion to work, benefits of trust in Swami,
expressing our love and care towards all around us in the way we
interact and conduct etc. These were truly an enriching experience to all
of us and we seek to implement these learnings in our day to day lives.
The whole exercise has motivated us individually to take up Seva at the
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hospital in a more meaningful way and be a part of the enriching
Sevadal experience.

CHAPTER 9 – REFERENCES
(Documents, Links, Etc.)
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9.1 References
The link to the google form has been attached below:
• Sevadal Feedback Form: https://forms.gle/FKYM7pTVagtp1Jz57
• Office Bearers Feedback Form:
https://forms.gle/oYSdF9NWWBFtYZAp6
• Hospital Staff Feedback Form: https://forms.gle/7fzEj8jccAV5uspm9
• Link to the Google drive containing relevant project documents
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1biv-pDGo4zUvDEk8uLBO3KJ37y-n5uo?usp=sharing
We would like to express our gratitude to the following people who we
interacted with during the project and who provided us with valuable
insights.
Sl No
1
2
3
4

Name
Sri. Nagesh G Dhakappa
Sri. Padmanabh Pai
Sri. Venkatramana Gosavi
Sri. Sundar Ananthraman

5

Sri. Prabhakar Beeraiah

6

Sri. Rajashekhar Reddy

7
8
9
10

Sri. Kush Bharadwaj
Sri. D. V Chandrashekar
Sri. Chandrashekar Sohoni
Various District Presidents and
District Service Co-Ordinator
of Karnataka North & South
Hospital Staff including
Doctors, nurses and department
in-charge
Sevadals of various districts

11

12
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Designation
National Council Member
State President, Karnataka North
State President, Karnataka South
State Spiritual Co-ordinator,
Karnataka South
State Service Co-ordinator, Karnataka
North
State Service Co-ordinator, Karnataka
South
National Co-ordinator, SSSNLP
District President Bangalore East
District President
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APPENDIX
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Feedback responses were received from more than 120 respondents and some of
the statistics and findings have been tabulated below:
1. Sevadal Responses

64
Responses
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What are the personal challenges you face which don’t allow you to
participate freely in the Seva?
Agriculture work
Agricultural season coincides with Seva
Family Problems
Financial Challenges
Have aged parents at home
Have school
Have small kids at home
Have to make this multi select option. Small kids at home, and non-devotee
family
Health issues
Health problem
Leave official
My family are non-devotees
My family are non-devotees and Office Workload
No challenges
Office Workload
One one time family functions
Others
Out of station on work on few occasion
Sometimes family functions
No challenges
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Total
Responses
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
24
13
1
3
1
1
2
64
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Sevadal Ratings on Amenities and arrangements at the hospital

Scale
1- Bad
5- Pleasant

Scale
1- Needs Improvement

Scale

5- Excellent

1- Stressful
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5- Pleasant
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Overall Comments and Recommendations
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

1)Please keep the machines, equipments in the hospital in condition. I feel v bad when I see patients going back
disheartening without their MRI scans n other tests due to un condition machines
1. The footwear stand should be covered and more protected from rain and getting picked by dogs within the
campus
2. The bhajan center at the Hanuman centre has limited capacity (about 20 people at a time) making it very
difficult especially during rain. So this facility should be extended and further improved to facilitate the bhajan
activity.
3. Exclusive ID cards for Hospital Sevadal should be disbursed so that unsolicited people do not enter and
adequate screening should be carried out.
4. Periodical appreciation of Sevadal in the form of certificates (non-monetary) will help boost the interest level of
Sevadals. The team leaders or coordinators will go on rounds and nominate Sevadal for the appreciation
certificate.
4. Heads of each unit such as OPD etc. should be made incharge of duty allocation and monitoring and not nurses
1-Conduct a tour about the Swami's project to the youngster's so that they gets inspired.
2-Swamis books should be given to youths for them to inspire.
3-Conduct talks/Seminar about the organization and Swami's projects to college students/youngster's.
1-Encourage non devotees to take part in organization activities.
2-Join hands with youth in local Seva activities.
3- Invite local youth for activities in respective district and give them lead.
Blood bank should be approachable (ambulance etc) so that people can donate in city also.
All may not go so far due to commute issues
CAMPUS TOURS should be included for interested people.
Feedback can be asked more frequently.
Feedback must be taken frequently and improvement must be made and these changes must be visible the next
time the seva dal come for seva.
For me instead of one week, 15days service is better as we come from a very far place called Masur (Kumta) .By
the time we get adjusted to the hospital n seva the time duration of our service gets over.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations
10 For newcomers some kind of training for some one new, especially for non devotees.
11 If some shops will be there in side the campus for hospital it will be good and better for some essential things.
12 Leadership training can be given. Disaster training can be given.
Mornings during personal sadhana , audio of swami suprabhatam, astotram is put , Actual bhajans like puttaparthi
13 can be done and audio can be played from the mandir. Actual singing brings more bliss.
14 Only one thought is even sevadal can also wear white dress on Thursday.
People who come for seva should come with a whole hearted mind. With love and affection. Not with any other
15 intention.
16 Proper medication needed for SEVADAL on duty timings.
Reasonable Accomodation to be provided for outside patients ( who are not admitted ). The accomodation in and
17 around the hospital are quite expensive. Sai Ram
Registration queues are very long and sometimes the patient's attenders become a little rude . That time seva dal
18 must calm the waiting patients and their attender. Kids can be given early preference.
Sevadals from one district coming together would be great, also people can come together participate in Seva and
19 go together.
Since he is a working professional is it possible to get 2 days seva every week or whenever he is free rather than
the usual 1 week seva in 5 weeks offered district wise. He wants to come whenever he is free but those times no
20 opportunity. Is it possible to do 2 days every week. That way in 5 weeks 10 days he would have served.
21 The dormitory and the canteen are at a considerable distance..A little strenous to walk.
The hospital staff must provide service in a humble manner not for the heck of it. The washrooms must be
improved, food also. Also he has named Sai Kripa road asking the govt so requests that he must be recognized by
the organization. Most speak wearing white clothes but when it come to action they fail. He wants to speak up in
22 the next committee on these issues.
23 They should improve each department all the time. Improvement in hospital is required.
Timing of Hospital canteen for people is fixed so It would be better for keeping it for longer time. A small shop
24 with fresh fruits , water bottles etc for people to buy at ease.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations
25
26
27
28
29
30

Training needed for Seva dal, many go there, they don't know what to do. Slippers should be restricted before
going into mandir. They allow it nowadays.
Travel can surely be improved
We have to be more personally responsible.
We have to try reducing the queues and waiting time.
We should assign tasks to Sevadal based on interests. Like a person good at stories and engaging kids can be given
a task where he engages children patients.
Youths must come for Seva.

Note: Overall comments and recommendations have been attached above. The other detailed recommendations pertaining to food,
accommodation, overall Sevadal experience etc. can be viewed using the google drive link attached in Chapter-9: References

2. Responses from Hospital Staff and Office Bearers
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Challenges Faced for Getting Sevadals for Hospital Seva
Youth Not Attending
Personal Reasons (Leaves from Office, Harvest Season, Old age)
No Challenges
Covid Pandemic

Training conducted for Sevadals before Commencement
of Seva
Yes
No
Sometimes

Responses
8
4
5
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Responses
6
6
2
1
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When is the duty allocation done ?
Before Seva Dal Reaches Hospital
Once Seva dal reaches hospital

Do you take feedback from Sevadals after Seva ?
Sometimes
Yes
No

Responses
7
12

Responses
6
13
1
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Which age category Seva Dal participate in Seva the
most ?
18 - 35 yrs
35-60 yrs
60+ yrs

Responses
2
16
1

Do you Display Sevadal Roaster in the Samithis and
Mandalis?
No
Yes
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Do Seva dals from your District enquire about their next
Seva opportunities ?
Sometimes
Yes

Responses
8
10
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Responses
5
14

